FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
STUDY OF AMBIENT AIR ENSURES HEALTH & SAFETY OF RESIDENTS
Comprehensive report shows no effects from sand mining or processing
Maiden Rock, Wisconsin, (July 22, 2014) – Wisconsin Industrial Sand Company (WISC), a subsidiary of
Fairmount Minerals, recently completed a study of crystalline silica concentrations in the ambient air, in the
Maiden Rock community. The sampling program was created in accordance with well-established U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) sampling
principles and procedures, and utilized proven crystalline silica analytical procedures from the National Institute of
Occupational Health & Safety (NIOSH).
The data collected show the ambient PM4 crystalline silica levels near the WISC facility in Maiden Rock are
extremely low, and well within the range considered to be consistent with good air quality. The study found that
the WISC operation doesn’t contribute to PM4 crystalline silica in the ambient air, any more than other sources of
PM4 in the area. The majority of the ambient PM4 crystalline silica in the Maiden Rock community comes from
many other sources including farms, unpaved roads, and construction.
Air Control Techniques, L.C., an experienced company specializing in air emission testing and industrial air
pollution control equipment, and prominent expert John Richards, PhD, P.E., worked with WISC to design and
evaluate the sampling program. Sampling took place at three locations in the Maiden Rock community, in and
around the WISC facility. At the conclusion of the comprehensive year-long study, Air Control Techniques
produced a detailed, scientific-based report that encompasses one of the largest sets of ambient PM4 crystalline
silica concentration data ever compiled.
“We were confident that by carefully controlling exposure of dust within our facilities at the occupational level, the
community did not face any associated health risks,” says Fairmount Minerals Regional Underground Mine
Manager, Jeff Himes. “We are excited that this extensive study demonstrated that our operations do not have a
negative impact on air quality. We will continue to manage our operations to minimize the impact to our
employees and on the environment, and to strengthen our commitment to be a good neighbor within our
communities.”
Silica is the name given to a group of minerals composed of silicon and oxygen, the two most abundant elements
in the earth’s crust. Mostly found in the crystalline state, it makes up 12% of the earth’s crust and its use is
abundant in our society. Potential overexposures to crystalline silica can occur in mining. The prolonged,
excessive exposure to respirable crystalline silica can cause a disease known as silicosis. Silicosis is a
preventable “occupational” disease that may develop after many years of overexposure in the workplace.
Silicosis is not a concern for consumers or the public who receive only intermittent environmental exposures, such
as at the beach, on farms, or from unpaved roads.
About Fairmount Minerals
Wisconsin Industrial Sand Company is a subsidiary of Fairmount Minerals, one of North America's largest
producers of industrial sand and resin-coated products. The Chesterland, Ohio-based Company operates a global
network of mining, mineral processing, manufacturing, and resin-coating facilities. Fairmount Minerals' specialized
sands and coating technologies advance a vast array of industries and markets, such as construction, filtration,
foundry, glass, sports turf, and oil and gas. The company's employees bring to life its motto of 'Do Good. Do Well.'

by embracing daily a commitment to all three pillars of sustainable development: People, Planet, and Prosperity.
For more information, please visit: FairmountMinerals.com.
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